Abstract.
Introduction. Let X = Xit), t e (0; 1), be a real-valued second-order stochastic process and let R = Rit, u) = E[Xit)Xiu)], t, u e (0; 1), be its covariance function. Let (ß, SF, P) be a probability space on which all random variables under consideration are defined. The linear space of X will be denoted by HiX): //'(A')=J^{I(/),/e(0,l)}; HiX) is a Hilbert space and Rit,u) is an inner product between A'(i) and Xiu). A process X is said to be measurable if it is measurable with respect to J^x 38, where á? is a Borel a-field over (0; 1). A process 7 = 7(0, t e (0; 1), is said to be a modification of X if P{ Xit) = 7(7)} = 1 for each t g (0; 1).
It is known [1] that a second-order process X has a measurable modification if and only if its covariance function is measurable and its linear space is separable. However, it is not clear what latitude can be allowed in the behavior of the covariance function of a stochastic process admitting a measurable modification. Obviously, a continuous covariance function corresponds to a process with a measurable modification, but it would be useful to determine how much this continuity can be weakened without altering the latter property. In this paper we are looking for conditions expressed in terms of approximate continuity. The motivation for this approach is the following. Suppose that a mean square continuous process X (which has a measurable modification) is "disturbed" by some "noise." The question is: how much (in the mean square sense) can X be disturbed and still maintain a measurable modification? More precisely: how weak a property can take the place of the mean square continuity of X without affecting the existence of its measurable modification? In approaching this question, the following two things are to be kept in mind: (1) sufficient conditions should be given in terms of covariance function, and (2) measurability of a real-valued function is equivalent to its approximate continuity almost everywhere [5, Theorem 42.3] . That is why we prefer to give the following form to the above question: can sufficient conditions for the existence of a measurable modification of X be formulated in terms of approximate continuity of its covariance function? Since Davies' result from [2, Theorem 1] implies that, if all functions from ¿% = [R,i') = ^(*> ■)>f e (0; 1)} are approximately continuous, then function R is measurable (as a function of two variables), it appears that there is sense in investigating what impact the approximate continuity of all functions from Si will have on the separability of the linear space of X (and thus [1] on the measurability of X as well). In this paper, we shall investigate that impact (Theorem 2 and Corollary 2.2) and, by using some obtained results, derive conditions under which a second-order process can be uniformly approximated almost everywhere on a set of arbitrarily small Lebesgue measure by a measurable second-order process with continuous trajectories (Theorem 3).
Definitions and results. Let m be a Lebesgue measure on (0; 1) and let A be any set from (0; 1). It is said that A has metric density A at u g (0; 1) if miA C\{u -e;u + e))/2e converges to À when e > 0 converges to zero. A real-valued function /, defined on (0; 1), is said to be approximately continuous at m g (0; 1) if there is a set Au, having the unit metric density at u, along which / is continuous at u [4, 5] ; / is approximately continuous on A if it is approximately continuous at each point from A. A continuous function is obviously approximately continuous, but the converse does not hold. For instance, if / is equal to zero at all rational points and equal to some continuous function at all irrational points, then / is approximately continuous at each irrational point, although it is discontinuous everywhere. A necessary and sufficient condition for a function to be measurable is that it is approximately continuous almost everywhere [5, Lemma 42.3] .
Mean square approximate continuity of a stochastic process is defined in a way analogous to that one for a real-valued function and the only difference is that convergence of a sequence of real numbers is replaced by mean square convergence of random variables.
For a given process X, let us consider function Rt = /?,(•)= E[Xit)X(-)\ for some fixed / g (0; 1). For some u g (0; 1) and e > 0, set Bt ME will be defined by Blue = {v: \R,iu) -R,iv)\ < e}. If R, is approximately continuous at u, then B, uc has unit metric density at u for each e > 0. We shall say that functions from 31 = {R,,t G (0,1)} are uniformly approximately continuous with respect to t if, for all t, u G (0; 1) and e > 0, sets Bt u.e depend only on u and e and not on t; if this is the case we shall, for any t, write Bu instead of Bt
The following fact (see [4, p. 194 ] and [5, Lemma 42.1]) will be repeatedly used in the sequel: If S is a set of positive Lebesgue measure, then there is a set S* Q S, miS*) = miS), which has the unit metric density at each of its points. Now, let us return to the problem of determining conditions under which process X has a measurable modification or can be approximated (in the mean square sense) by such processes. Let function g be defined by git) = Rit, t), t g (0; 1), where R is covariance function of X.
Theorem
1. If functions from Si are uniformly approximately continuous with respect to t, then function g is measurable.
Proof. The assumption that g is not measurable is equivalent to the existence of a set S of positive Lebesgue measure on which g is not approximately continuous. Let S*, S* c S, miS*) = miS), be a set of unit metric density at each of its points. Since g is not approximately continuous at points from S*, it means that for each t e S* there are e, > 0 and a set Sre of positive metric density at t, such that (1) \g(t)-g(uj\>et, «eS,.,.
It is clear that set S,.c can be chosen so that S,." c S*. Let us show the following: for each / g S* there is 8 > 0 such that a set ArS of points u g S*, having sets Su.s (of positive metric density at u) with the property \gi")-giv)\> 8, v<=Su.s, has unit metric density at /. Let / g S* be arbitrary but fixed and let 5,, <52,... > 0 be a sequence decreasing to zero. If the metric density at t of each set ArS is smaller than one, then (because ArS C ArS for / </) the metric density at t of set \J°°=iArS must also be smaller than one, which contradicts the fact that S* has the unit metric density at each of its points. Thus, there is 8 = ¿>, for which At.s has the unit metric density at t. It is clear that this 8, and e, from (1) can be chosen so that ¿>r = e,. In the sequel it will be assumed that this is done. From the assumption that functions from Si are uniformly approximately continuous with respect to t it follows that, for each e > 0, there is a set Bti, of unit metric density at /, such that \R,(t) -R,iu)\ < e, m g Bte. It is clear that set Ble D ArS has unit metric density at t for each e > 0. Since set SrS has positive metric density at t, it can be chosen so that SrS C BrS /4 C\ ArS . Let S*s , S*s C SrS, miS*s ) = miSrS ), be a set of unit metric density at each of its points and let u be an arbitrary point from S*s . Since S*s Q SrS Ç BrS /4 Pi ArS, it means that there is a set Su.s of positive metric density at u, such that (because u g ArS means that 8U = 8,) (2) \giu)-giv)\>8" vgSb;Si.
Set Su.g can be chosen so that S".s ç S£s (because 5,*s has unit metric density at each of its points), which implies Proof follows form Theorem 1 and inequality
The following result gives necessary conditions for a stochastic process to have a measurable modification almost everywhere, while its second corollary solves one of the problems formulated at the beginning of this paper. Proof. This theorem will be proved if we show that, for each e > 0, there is a closed set Ee such that miE¡) < e and that the linear space ¿t°{Xit), t g Ee} is separable. Namely, in that case, for example, process XA[t) = IEit)Xit), t g (0; 1), will be measurable (see [2, Theorem 1] and [1, Theorem 1]), which will mean, because e > 0 is arbitrary, that X is almost everywhere equal to a measurable process, as we wanted to prove.
It is easy to see that process X is mean square continuous from at least one side everywhere on a set of arbitrary small measure. Indeed, since function g is measurable (according to Theorem 1), the Lusin Theorem (see e.g. [5, Theorem 21.4]) implies that, for each e > 0, there is a closed set Fe, w(FEc) < e, such that g is continuous at every point from Ft, which (together with (5) and (C2)) means that X is mean square continuous from at least one side at every point from Fe.
Let us show that, for each e > 0, set Fe contains only at most countably many values t such that X(t -0) does not exist i Xit -0) is defined as LLm."_,_<, Xiu), provided this limit exists). Suppose that this is not true, that is, for some e > 0, set Fe contains continuously many values t for which xit -0) does not exist. Let a(/) be a value of the mean square oscillation function of X at t: o(/)=Inf Sup \\X(t') -X(t")\\, <e(0;l). e^° r;i"e(r-e;r + E)
Obviously, there is a > 0 such that the inequality ait) > a holds for continuously many values t G Fe. Furthermore, there is t* g Fe such that ait*) > a and such that each right neighborhood of t* contains infinitely many values /eF( such that ait) > a (if every t G Fe, for which a(?) > a, has a right neighborhood with only finitely many values u g Fe such that a(w) > a, then Fe itself contains only at most countably many values t satisfying a(f) > a, contrary to our hypothesis). Since t* g Fe, Xit* + 0) exists and Xit* + 0) = Xit*). Hence, for a small enough right neighborhood o of t*, \X{t*)-X{t)\<o/4, /g^.
Let t g o be such that ait) > a. For arbitrary /', t" g (í*; t) it will be (because of the previous inequality) \\Xit') -Xit")\\ < a/2, which will give ait) < a/2, contrary to the assumption a(i) > a. In this way it is proved that Fe contains only at most countably many values t such that Xit -0) does not exist.
If it is shown that (6) dimJ^( X{t),t g Fe) <S0
(dim denotes the orthogonal dimension), that will mean that sets Fe are exactly those sets Ee we were looking for, so that the proof will be completed. A proof for (6) is based on the following fact. If {*"} is an orthogonal basis of the linear space f{I(í),íef(} and if t g Fe is such that ^(i -0) exists, then the following is true: if, for some v, Xit -0) is not orthogonal to xv, then in each left neighborhood of / there is at least one rational number r, such that Xirt) is not orthogonal to x". Indeed, if X(t -0) is not orthogonal to xv, but A"(r) is orthogonal to xv for each rational number r < t from some left neighborhood n of t, then
(P. is a projection operator on a space in the subscript), which contradicts the assumption that Xit -0) is a unique left mean square limit of X at t. Thus, if Xit -0), i G Fe, exists, then all elements from {*"} taking place in the orthogonal decomposition of Xit -0) must take place in the orthogonal decomposition of at least one X(r) (r is a rational number, not necessarily from Ft) in each left neighborhood of t. Let S be a set containing all rational numbers from (0; 1), all points / g Fe for which Xit -0) exists but is not equal to Xit), and all points t g Fe for which Xit -0) does not exist. Set S is countable (for, if there are continuously many values ieS such that Xit -0) exists but is not equal to Xit), that will mean that Xit -0) does not exist for continuously many values of t (see [4, p. 130] ), contrary to the above conclusion) and thus dim^{ Xit), t g 5} < S0. Inequality (6) will be proved if it is shown that (7) dimi?{ *(/),/g F£} < dimJ^{Jf(/),/e S).
To prove this, let us suppose that arbitrary xv from {xv} takes part in the representation of Xit) for some t g Fe. If t g S, then xv belongs to the linear space on the right side of (7). If t € S, then Xit -0) exists and Xit -0) = Xit), so that xv takes part in the representation of Xirt) for some rational rt < t, which again means that xv belongs to the linear space on the right side of (7). Hence, &{X (tJ,teF,) c.&{Xit),tGS}, which proves (7). This completes the proof. Corollary 2.1. If process X is mean square continuous from at least one side at every t, then its linear space is separable. Corollary 2.2. // process X is mean square approximately continuous almost everywhere and, for each t, functions R, and g are continuous from the same side at t, then X has a measurable modification.
This corollary gives a partial solution to the problem formulated in the introductory part of this paper. The other half of the same problem concerned sufficient conditions under which a second-order process can be, outside of a /-set of arbitrary small m-measure, uniformly approximated (in the mean square sense) by a measurable process. The next result gives conditions for that measurable process to have continuous trajectories, thus providing a connection between mean square properties of a process and properties of its trajectories. Theorem 3. Let process X be such that its covariance function satisfies conditions (C,) and (C2) from Theorem 2. Then for each e > 0 there are a set Ge, miG¡) < e, and a sequence {7"e}, 7"e = 7"E(i), / G (0; 1), of measurable second-order processes with continuous trajectories, having the following properties:
(i) Almost everywhere on Ge, process X is a uniform mean square limit of the sequence {7"e}, (ii) 7"E(/) G HiX) for each n and each t.
Proof. Let Fe/3 be a closed set of m-measure bigger than 1 -e/3, such that the linear space Jif{Xit),t g Fe/3} is separable (the existence of such a set is ensured by m(E;/3) = m\ U^;e/3 < Obviously, all trajectories of the process Xe are continuous on Et/3. Thus, process Xe has continuous trajectories on a closed set Fe/3 n £E/3 and is a modification of X on that set; it is m((FE/3 n £e/3)c) < 2e/3. Let s* be a function defined on Fe/3 n £E/3 by s*(f) = IFr nE yit)snit), and let sHC be a continuous extension of s* on (0; 1). Now, if a sequence {7"E} of stochastic processes is defined by (8) Y:{t)=tsiJt)èi, /g(0;1), then it is easy to see that it has the following properties:
(9) For each n, all trajectories of 7nE are continuous on (0; 1).
(10)
For each t g Fe/3 n Ee/3, sequence {Yn%t)} converges in the mean square to Xit).
(11) For each n, process 7"E is mean square continuous and thus measurable.
Statement (ii) follows from (8).
If we show that there is a set GE C Fe/3 n Ee/3, m(Fe/3 n Fc/3 n G£) < e/3, such that the mean square convergence of sequence (7nE) to X is uniform on GE, then (because of ra(GE) = m(Ft/3 n £e/3 fl GE) + w((^,£/3 n ^e/3)c) ^ £)tms means that (i) holds and the proof will be completed.
Let us consider a measurable process Xm such that set {t: P{ Xmit) ¥= Xit)} > 0} has m-measure zero (Theorem 2). For each i = 1,2,... and each k = 1,2,... set {teFe/3nEe/3:\\Y«{t)-Xm{t)\\<l/k} is measurable (see e.g., [3, Theorem 21 .12]), so that, for any n, set 00 , -, Gk," = 0 * e Fe/3 n Ee/3: ||7,E(/) -Xm{t) || < î s also measurable. For each fixed k, Gk n Ç Gk" for nl < n2, so that K-.»'«^,,) = w(U"=iG*,J-If # £ Fs/3 n £E/3 is a set on which xm is a mean square limit of sequence {7"} (because of (10), H might differ from F,3 C\ Et/3 only on a set of w-measure zero), then, obviously, H Q \J™=lGk ,,, so that we get lim m(GkJ > m(H) = m(FE/3 n £f/3), «-»00
and thus (because \J™=lGk " ç Fp/3 n Ec/3) lim,^^ m(G¿ ") = 0. This means that, for given e > 0, there is n¿ = nkie) such that w(FE/3 n £e/3 O G£ " ) < e/(3 • 2A). Set GE = n^.jG^ " will be measurable and its measure will be w(GE) > i -2e/3 -w(f£/3 n £E/3 n g;) > 1 -e.
Beside that, we will have \\Y¡%t) -Xm(t)\\ < \/k for each i > n¿ and t g G^ "a; thus (because Gf ç G¿ " ) inequality ||7,E(/) -AT",(f )l| < l//c will be satisfied for each / > nk and each t g Ge, as we wanted to prove. This means that on a set GE, w(Ge) > 1 -£, process Xm is a mean square uniform limit of a sequence {7"e}, and thus a mean square convergence of ( 7"£ ) to X is uniform almost everywhere on Ge.
The proof is completed.
